Day complements
Not only tables: i like a collection that makes me discover my world. Have a look at Poliform’s range and
you’ll find that thestyle you have always dreamt of actually exists. Solid units, classic lines and the
impeccable elegance ofthe finishes and covers, this is a collection that can reflect your style.

Dolmen
Design Carlo Colombo, 2004
A table, design by Carlo Colombo, drawn as a group of "pure" geometric combined solids.
Extensible to 250 cm, Dolmen is completely realized in wood.

Technical characteristics and finishes:
Extensible table. Mat lacquered 28 colours, walnut c., wenge and spessart oak.

Dimensions:
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Day complements
Not only tables: i like a collection that makes me discover my world. Have a look at Poliform’s range and
you’ll find that thestyle you have always dreamt of actually exists. Solid units, classic lines and the
impeccable elegance ofthe finishes and covers, this is a collection that can reflect your style.

Dolmen Due
Design Carlo Colombo, 2004
Dolmen Due, design by Carlo Colombo, suggests a style of new pleasure. A return to antique habits and
rites with a contemporary style: spaces made to meet and socialize with the highest comfort and with total
stilistic coherence.

Technical characteristics and finishes:
Fixed table.
Mat lacquered 28 colours, glossy lacquered 28 colours, wenge, walnut c. and spessart oak.
Top available also in fumé glass, petit granit, white carrara and absolute black.

Dimensions:
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